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By Jack Coughlin, Donald A. Davis

Pan MacMillan, United Kingdom, 2016. Paperback. Condition: New. Main Market Ed. Language:
English . Brand New Book. A top Russian intelligence agent has defected to the West and the only
man with whom he will speak is Kyle Swanson, who busted him out of the U.S. Marine Corps
Scout/Sniper School years ago. The defector proves to be an Edward Snowden-type gold mine of
amazing secrets about the when, where and how of the Russian President s next grab for lost Soviet
territory.But Swanson, now a special contractor with the CIA, soon begins to believe that it is all fool
s gold being sprinkled by Moscow to ignite an open military fight with NATO and the United States.
Using his own deadly methods, the sniper sets out to find the truth, but to slow him down, the
Russians kidnap Swanson s beautiful friend Calico, the CIA station chief in Estonia.From Italy to the
Arctic Circle, Kyle Swanson is on the hunt, convinced that the defector is actually running a complex
plot to hand Russia a kingdom in the north. But Swanson seems always to be a step behind - there is
a traitor within his own chain of command. To stop...
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A really awesome ebook with perfect and lucid reasons. Indeed, it is engage in, still an amazing and interesting literature. I am just very easily could
possibly get a satisfaction of reading a composed publication.
-- Petr a  K upha l-- Petr a  K upha l

Absolutely essential go through publication. This can be for all who statte there was not a worthy of looking at. Its been printed in an remarkably basic way
and it is just right after i finished reading this book through which in fact altered me, modify the way i think.
-- Dr . Ha skell O sinski-- Dr . Ha skell O sinski
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